PRODUCT SUMMARY | Camera Series | SN-3P4-MB-I

3 Megapixel IP Camera Outdoor Bullet
This 3 megapixel outdoor-rated IP camera from Sonitrol was engineered to provide
high-definition video in changing or challenging lighting conditions. With its active
IR sensors and infrared cut filter, this camera excels in low-light situations. The
camera provides dual-streaming high-definition video at a full 2048 x 1536 pixels
for video surveillance applications requiring superior clarity and image detail.
The SN-3P4-MB-I is packed with all the features you might need for nearly any
application including low-light day/night functionality; compatibility with a wide
variety of standardized network protocols.
This aesthetically-pleasing mini-bullet camera allows unobtrusive and easy
installation in a wide variety of areas. In addition, this camera is designed to
continue functioning at top performance at temperatures as low as -300C (-220F)
and as high as 600C (1400F) allowing a wide range of applications. Comes standard
with a 4mm lens providing support for most applications. The progressive scan
image sensor delivers excellent image quality in challenging and ever-changing
lighting conditions.
Dual-streaming compression permits recording at the highest quality while
allowing fast live viewing from anywhere in the world regardless of available
bandwidth. In addition, with full support for both variable bit rate and variable
frame rate, the quality of each stream can be matched to available bandwidth for
the most effective video quality possible.
When coupled with the VIGIL Series of digital video recorders and Video
Management System (VMS) software from 3xLOGIC, superior point-to-point
hardware compression and decompression allows for maximum performance of
streamed live video providing better video quality, more concurrent streams and a
lower overall hit to CPU performance.

Key Features and Benefits
Lens

4mm Fixed

Resolution (Megapixels)

3

2048 x 1536 Resolution
IP66 Weather-Resistant

ü
ü

Infrared
(Low-Lighting/No-Light)

ü

Motion Detection

ü

30 fps max frame rate

ü
ü
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H.264, MJPEG Compression
70° Angle of View
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